August 4, 2019
Eighteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time
Year C
Eighth Sunday after Pentecost
(Proper 13)

Lectionary citations:
Hosea 11:1-11 with Psalm 107:1-9, 43
or Ecclesiastes 1:2,12-14; 2:18-23 with
Psalm 49:1-12
Colossians 3:1-11
Luke 12:13-21

We are, every single one of us,
wounded. That is a gift.
We are, every single one of us,
broken. And that is a gift.
We are blessedly human, and no
one of us is on this journey alone.
That too, is a gift.
Yes, I know. It doesn't always feel
that way. I look, but don’t see any
gift. Because I see brokenness
and woundedness as
impediments or disabilities, to be
tidied up, overcome or prayed
away.
What I don’t see, is the invitation
to befriend my brokenness, and
embrace the beauty and wonder.
I will admit that there is comfort
donning my cape, morphing into
Mr. Tidy OCD, an emotional life
fix-it hero. And I know why. It
distracts and protects me,
because there’s a part of me that
is afraid to pause, to befriend my
scattered and wounded self. To
let myself be loved for being this
wonderfully messy imperfect me.
Grace, it turns out, is WD40 for
the soul.
I remember a Far Side cartoon.
Two women inside their house.
Outside the closed front door (we
see through the window) a giant
hideous insect. Says one, “Calm
down Edna, yes it’s one giant
hideous insect, but it could be

one giant hideous insect in need
of help.”
We don’t see the gift, because we’ve
been marinated in a narrative of
scarcity (“I am not enough”). It is
no surprise that we ascribe
beauty to only the uncluttered
and success to only the strong or
powerful.
When we pause, and hear the
voice of grace (trusting our
sufficiency), we are no longer
afraid of the brokenness and
woundedness (they are not a
threat to wholeness). In
embracing our wounds, they
become (as Richard Rohr
reminds us) sacred wounds,
because grace is alive and well.
It’s paradigm shift time. Time to
move from a project
management view of life, to a
wade-in view of life.
Life, in its brokenness, is not to
be contained, explained or fixed.
As if we recover, and move on to
“real life,” you know, the nonmessy parts.
When we need to move past the
life we have now, we miss the
glory, beauty and tender purity in
the cacophony. We miss the
sacrament of the present
moment. That even in the sorrow
and the pain and the unknowing,
there is a whiff of the holy.
"What is REAL?" asked
the Rabbit one day, when they were
lying side by side near the nursery
fender, before Nana came
to tidy the room. "Does it mean
having things that buzz inside you
and a stick-out handle?"
"Real isn't how you are made," said
the Skin Horse. "It's a thing that
happens to you. When a child loves
you for a long, long time, not just
to play with, but REALLY loves
you, then you become Real."
"Does it hurt?" asked the Rabbit.
"Sometimes," said the Skin Horse,
for he was always truthful. "When
you are Real you don't mind being
hurt."
"Does it happen all at once, like
being wound up," he asked, "or bit
by bit?"
"It doesn't happen all at once," said
the Skin Horse. "You become. It
takes a long time. That's why it
doesn't happen often to people who
break easily, or have sharp edges,

or who have to be carefully kept.
Generally, by the time you are Real,
most of your hair has been loved
off, and your eyes drop out and you
get loose in your joints and very
shabby. But these things don't
matter at all, because once you
are Real you can't be ugly, except to
people who don't understand."
"I suppose you are real?" said
the Rabbit. And then he wished he
had not said it, for he thought the
Skin Horse might be sensitive. But
the Skin Horse only smiled.
"The Boy's Uncle made me Real,"
he said. "That was a great many
years ago; but once you
are Real you can't become unreal
again. It lasts for
always." (Velveteen Rabbit,
Margery Williams)
There was a farmer who grew
excellent quality wheat and every
season he won the award for the
best grown in his county. One
year a newspaper reporter
interviewed the farmer, and
learned that each Spring the man
shared his seed with his
neighbors so that they too could
plant it in their fields.
“How can you afford to share
your best wheat seed with your
neighbors when they are entering
their crops in the competition
with yours?" the reporter asked.
“Why that's very simple,” the
farmer explained. "The wind
picks up pollen from the
developing wheat and carries it
from field to field. If my
neighbors grow inferior wheat,
cross-pollination will steadily
degrade the quality of all the
wheat, including mine. If I am to
grow good wheat, I must help my
neighbors grow good wheat.”
Amen. That’ll preach.
Here’s the deal: By planting and
then sharing (spilling), we fight
and resist contaminated
“wheat” (shame, fear, smallmindedness, myopia,
defensiveness, callousness) with
life-giving “wheat” (empathy,
belonging, generosity, inclusion,
reconciliation and kindness).
From these places—
sacred wounds—we speak truth,
we do not need to pretend or
excuse. We offer hope, we extend
hands and hearts of compassion.
We see our connection with the

lives of others around us,
especially those broken or
grieving or lost.
We see that they need a hand to
hold. They need a voice. They
need a sanctuary.
Whenever we love we are not
alone. So, we wade-in, and stand
in places of death and loss, and
we find grace there.
Quote for your week...
I'm not a mess but a deeply
feeling person in a messy world. I
explain that now, when someone
asks me why I cry so often, I say,
“For the same reason I laugh so
often--because I'm paying
attention.” I tell them that we can
choose to be perfect and admired
or to be real and loved. We must
decide.
-Glennon Doyle Melton

“What exactly do you do?”
Well, today I have an answer.
Besides having titles, I am a
witness.I choose to pay
attention while I am here. To
hug the hurt. To kiss the
broken. To bandage the
wounded. To befriend the lost.
To love the lonely. And to will
leave people better than I find
them.

Wednesday on my “Prayer
Walk” that begins at the
Gazebo in Beebe Park I was
asked to pray for a grandpa
with cancer, a grouchy
husband and then she added
maybe for me (herself) as she
is impatient and he is sick and
entitled to be grouchy, and two
young mom’s just said pray
that we can have some adult
conversation for a change.
Then, I went over to Medi

Lodge and wow, it was
wonderful to see Andy having
a visitor, his daughter with the
grandkids. That absolutely
made my day - - - Andy
happens to be one of the
younger ones at Medi Lodge.
Idleness may well be the
devil's workshop, but
busyness is not always a
virtue. -Ron Rohleiser

